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Life Support
24 Hours a Day
When security is paramount, but the road ahead may be unknown or untested,
the New Armoured Discovery is your solution. With its innovative design and
ability to thrive in a range of environments, it is the multi-purpose 4x4. On-road
car-like handling and extreme off-road capability are combined with the rigour
and excellence you expect from a Land Rover armoured vehicle. The result is
a truly versatile protector that copes in all kinds of challenging situations and
against all manner of threats.
Complimented by a range of options including specialist Armoured Vehicle Driver
Training and Global After Sales Support, the New Armoured Discovery helps
ensure you are fully equipped with the Life Support you need, 24 hours a day.
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LIVING WITH
ARMOUR
With outstanding breadth of capability and the latest smart enabling technology,
the New Armoured Discovery is the state-of-the-art, all-purpose armoured
vehicle from Land Rover.
Like our other Land Rover armoured vehicles, it is designed to provide protection
for both driver and passengers, while its visually discreet armouring makes it
virtually indistinguishable from the original.
Excelling cross-country and equally impressive on-road, the New Armoured
Discovery is the complete and versatile 4x4 for anyone living and working
where armoured protection is necessary.
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Engineering
Perfection
The New Armoured Discovery is created in collaboration with Centigon, the world’s
largest and most experienced vehicle armouring company and the global leader in
armoured vehicle security. This combination of Land Rover and Centigon’s design
and engineering operations results in unrivalled protection.
Intelligent Land Rover engineering has been applied to the New Armoured Discovery
to help reduce the impact the armouring could have on the vehicle’s formidable
capability. High performance glazing provides enhanced protection with optical
clarity. Specific modifications include 6 pot Alcon front brakes and 4 pot Alcon rear
brakes for superb braking performance, and air suspension for excellent ride quality
and practical functionality. All backed up by the reassurance that the New Armoured
Discovery has undergone exactly the same durability approval testing as all other
Land Rover vehicles.
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ARMOURED FEATURES
REAR MOUNTED ACCESS HATCH*

FUEL TANK PROTECTION*

ANTI-TAMPER EXHAUST*

RUN FLAT TYRES

*Available as optional extras

INTERCOM SYSTEM*

TERRAIN RESPONSE ®

BULLET RESISTANT GLAZING

FRONT COVERT LIGHTS*

UNDER BONNET FIRE
SUPPRESSANT SYSTEM*
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TESTED
& APPROVED
Armouring is a serious business and rigorous testing is an integral part of our
engineering process. This ensures that every delivery of armouring materials
meets stringent European and UK standards.
Few independent organisations experience more recognition in the field of
vehicle ballistics and blast testing than QinetiQ. Having proved its resistance to
a range of hand guns and rifles, as well as side blast testing from high-explosive
materials, the New Armoured Discovery has been validated by QinetiQ as a full
B6 Level Armoured Vehicle.
Bullet resistant glazing, ballistic steel armouring and under-floor protection
help ensure the New Armoured Discovery can withstand attack by high-velocity
bullets. In an emergency you can rely on the run-flat tyres to take you for up to
50 kilometres, following loss of pressure. Extra protection comes in the form of
options including tamper proof exhaust, under bonnet fire suppressant system
and ballistic protection for the fuel tank.

The vehicle provides protection in accordance with European standard EN1522 level B6.
QinetiQ specification - QinetiQ/07/00285. Ballistic certification - QinetiQ/07/02285.
Blast certification - QinetiQ/08/01393. Grenade certification - QinetiQ/08/01504.

THE NEW ARMOURED DISCOVERY PROTECTION CAPABILITY

Test Conditions

FULLY
ARMOURED
VEHICLES

LIGHT
ARMOURED
VEHICLES

Threat

Class

Type of Weapon

Calibre

Type of Bullet

Mass
g

Test Range
m

Bullet Velocity
m/s

Nb of
shot

Hit Spacing
mm

B2

Handgun

PM UZI

9mm Luger

FJ(1)RN/SC

8,0 +/ -0,1

5,0 +/- 0,5

400 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B3

Handgun

357 S/W

357 Mag

FJ(1)/CB/SC

10,2 +/ -0,1

5,0 +/- 0,5

430 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B4

Handgun

44 S/W

44 Mag

FJ(2)/FN/SC

15,6 +/ -0,1

5,0 +/- 0,5

440 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B4+

Rifle

AK47

7,62*39

FJ(1)/RN/SCP3

8,0 +/ -0,1

10 +/- 0,5

710 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B5

Rifle

M16A2 / Famas G2

5,56*45 (a)

FJ(2)/PB/SCP1

4,0 +/ -0,1

10 +/- 0,5

950 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B6

Rifle

M60 / M14 / FALFN

7,62*51 (b)

FJ(1)/PB/SC

9,5 +/ -0,1

10 +/- 0,5

830 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

B6

Rifle

AK74

5,45*39

FJ(1)/PB/SCP2

3,45 +/ -0,1

10 +/- 0,5

910 +/- 10

3

120 +/- 10

N/A

Explosive

TNT or equivalent

N/A

N/A

15,000

3

N/A

1

N/A

Testing: actual gun or equiv barrel
Sample storage: 12 hours @ 18+ /-0.5°C
Test temperature: 18+ /-0.5°C
Size sample: 500*500+ /-5mm
Witness aluminimum foil 0.2mm 54g/m²

FJ(1) = full steel jacket (plated)
FJ(2) = full copper alloy jacket
CB = coned bullet
FN = flat nose bullet
RN = round nose bullet
PB = pointed bullet

SC = soft core (lead)
SCP1 = soft core (lead) with steel penetrator (type SS109)
SCP2 = soft core (lead) with steel penetrator
SCP3 = soft core (lead) with steel penetrator (type PS)
(a) to achieve the stated values for 5.56*45mm the recommended barrel twist length = 178+ /-10mm
(b) to achieve the stated values for Class B7 the recommended barrel twist length = 254+ /-10mm
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COMPLETE
CONFIDENCE
The New Armoured Discovery has an elevated driving position that provides the
driver with the wide-ranging vision needed to anticipate dangerous situations and
diminish the element of surprise.
Unlike most armoured vehicles, the New Armoured Discovery’s generous seating
can comfortably accommodate five people, all arranged stadium-style to give
a panoramic view of the road. Inside the vehicle, all available space is maximised and
the 500kg payload* provides enviable capacity for equipment as well as passengers.
*Please consult Land Rover for details of changes associated with option fitment. Optional extras increase vehicle weight.
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A Tough
Performer
Whatever the surface, the New Armoured Discovery has been designed to take it on
with ease. The Terrain Response® system is the product of more than sixty years of
Land Rover 4x4 expertise and state-of-the-art dynamic technology. Whether you are
cruising on tarmac, tackling grass, gravel or snow, taking on mud and ruts or crossing
sand, Terrain Response® is your own off-road driving expert. Turn the dial and the
New Armoured Discovery’s engine, transmission, suspension and traction settings
reconfigure for optimum drivability.
Despite the extra weight and different handling characteristics from the robust
armoured protection, the New Armoured Discovery gives you the assurance to cope
in all kinds of conditions. Short front and rear overhangs and exceptional ground
clearance are a major part of the New Armoured Discovery’s superior off-road
capability, providing manoeuvrability and enhanced safety across some of the most
challenging terrain.
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VERSATILE
& DISCREET
A distinctive yet discreet presence with assured on-road as well as off-road
capability, the New Armoured Discovery is at home in both the country and the city.
The advanced automatic 2.7 litre TDV6 diesel engine provides smooth power
delivery and quiet refinement thanks to the latest common rail technology,
innovative materials and exceptionally high fuel pressure. Four corner independent
air suspension provides smooth, car-like ride and handling whilst the upgraded
braking system with ABS and Electronic Traction Control ensures superb
braking performance.
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Premium
Service
There are many considerations involved in the purchase of an armoured vehicle and
your personal security is something we take very seriously. Land Rover provides
every client with individual quality of service that matches the uniqueness of the
vehicle, all undertaken with complete confidentiality.
Exceptionally experienced in the armouring sector, a dedicated Land Rover security
consultant works closely with you to guide you through every aspect of your
purchase and ensure that your specific requirements are met throughout the
entire manufacturing process. To give you complete peace of mind, they will also
arrange for a personal visit to the armouring facility, if required.
Our dedicated consultants make the purchasing process a seamless experience
and ensure the efficient delivery of your New Armoured Discovery to any
destination in the world (subject to UK government export licence approval).

00:00
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Technical
Specification
The New Armoured Discovery comes with full off-road capability as standard,
including permanent four-wheel drive, Hill Descent Control, ABS, Electronic
Traction Control and Land Rover’s unique Terrain Response® system.
The seating can comfortably accommodate five people while the 500kg payload
ensures that there is sufficient capacity for both equipment and passengers.
The New Armoured Discovery provides protection and personal security to both
driver and passengers. QinetiQ, a globally recognised independent organisation
for blast and ballistic testing, has certified the New Armoured Discovery vehicle
in accordance with EN1522 level B6.

ENGINE, TRANSMISSION AND SUSPENSION		

BRAKES								

Description 				

Description 						

Type					

2.7 litre TDV6 diesel

Front size mm						

Max Power (DIN net)			

190PS (140kW) @ 4000rpm

Type 						

Max Torque				

440NM @ 1900rpm

Rear size mm 						

Bore (mm)			

81.0

Type 						

Stroke (mm)			

88.0

Compression Ratio		

17.3:1

Transmission			

6-speed automatic

317
Ventilated disc
325
Ventilated disc

SAFETY & SECURITY						
Description 						

Active Roll Mitigation (ARM)				

TRANSMISSION

Central high mounted stop lamp				
Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)				

Description 				

Transmission Type

		

ZF HP26

Electric Park Brake (EPB)					
Electronic Brake Assist (EBA)				

Gear Ratios (High Range)
6th					

0.691

5th					

0.867

4th					

1.143

3rd					

1.521

2nd					

2.34

1st					

4.171

Reverse 					

3.403

STEERING

Final drive ratio 				

3.54

Description		

Transfer Box Radio

Four channel all terrain Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
with all round ventilated disc brakes
Standard

Type						
							

Assisted rack
and pinion

High					

1:1

Low 					

2.93:1

Steering wheel: height 		
adjustment standard

Turns lock to lock

3.32

High to low 				

24 (40)

Turning circle 			

Kerb to kerb 		

11.45m

Low to high 				

37 (60)

				

Wall to wall 		

11.8m

Shift-on-the-move mph (km/h)
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DIMENSIONS & CAPABILITY

Turning Circle

Obstacle Clearance

Wading Depth

Ground clearance up to 310mm

Maximum wading depth 700mm

A		

B		

B			

C

Off-road Geometry

A		

C

19” 5 spoke alloy wheels

			

Approach Angle Ramp Break Over Angle

Departure Angle

Tyre specification: 255/55

Off-road ride height

37.2		

29.6

27.9			

Kerb to kerb

11.45m

Wall to wall

11.8m

WEIGHTS & PERFORMANCE
WEIGHTS (kg)					
Kerb weight (kg)						

3550

Gross vehicle weight					

4050

ECC kerb includes fluids, tools, spare and 75kg driver		

3635

PERFORMANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY		
Maximum speed mph (km/h)				

100 (161)

Usable capacity fuel tank (litres)				

82.3

WHEEL DESIGN					
19” 5 spoke alloy wheels			
Tyre specification		

Base vehicle specification:

Goodyear EMT 255/55 R19 Run Flat

- Power fold mirrors

- Goodyear EMT run-flat tyres

- Ballistic protection for the fuel tank

- Volumetric and perimetric protection

- Alcon 6 pot aluminium callipers at the front

- Anti-tamper exhaust

- 2.7 litre V6 diesel engine

- Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

- Alcon 4 pot aluminium callipers at the rear

- Under bonnet‑ fire suppressant

- 6 speed automatic transmission

- Electronic Park Brake

- Up-rated front and rear anti-roll bars

- Front covert lights and siren

- Permanent four-wheel drive

- Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)

and bushes

- Terrain Response®

- Up-rated front and rear dampers

- Full off-road capability

- Vehicle speed is electronically governed

- ABS and Electronic Traction Control

ArmourED specification:

to 100MPH

- Single CD player
- Seating for five people
- Air conditioning
- Front and rear Park Distance Control

- European Standard EN1522 Level FB6 (high
velocity assault rifle) ballistic protection

Armoured options:

- Side blast protection against 15kgs of TNT
from 3 metres
- Under bonnet protection against simultaneous

- Rear access hatch
- Unarmoured back light protection

- Air suspension

detonation of 2 x DM51 (side by side)

- Intercom

- Dynamic headlamp levelling

hand grenades

- Split charge system

- Front fog lamps

(145 mm max)
- Full size spare wheel and jack
- Roof-mounted (magnetically) flashing
beacon

- Hill Descent Control
- 19” 5 spoke alloy wheels

- Front opening driver’s windows

- Fixed windows all round

- Tinted rear windows

- Alternate flashing headlamps
*Please consult Land Rover for details of changes
associated with option fitment. Kerb weights reflect
vehicles to standard specifications. Optional extras
increase vehicle weight.
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GLOBAL
SUPPORT
Life Support is about being prepared for any situation which is why our service
extends far beyond the initial delivery of the vehicle.
The New Armoured Discovery comes with a factory approved Land Rover
warranty as standard. Our extensive global network of approved dealers provides
scheduled servicing and general maintenance as required, to maintain the
vehicle’s optimum operation and protection.
The optional Global After Sales Support package provides every client with
a dedicated Land Rover Armoured Vehicle Technician. The initial visit establishes
your confidential relationship and provides comprehensive vehicle familiarisation
and instruction on basic maintenance. Subsequent visits support scheduled
servicing and maintenance.
We are committed to providing our customers with the highest level of security
and service. A 24-hour help line is available and if it is not possible for us to assist
over the telephone or to instruct an approved local workshop to do so, we can
come to wherever in the world you may be (subject to travel restrictions).
Further details are available on request.
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ARMOURED
VEHICLE DRIVER
TRAINING
There is more to Life Support than armouring excellence. Driving skills and risk
assessment are other essential ingredients. Lives can depend on them. While
the New Armoured Discovery provides an impressive breadth of capability, extra
weight and technical modifications give it different handling characteristics.
It is imperative that whoever is behind the wheel knows how to use the car to
optimum effect.

20:00

Land Rover Vehicle Driver Training courses are designed to teach these skills
and much more: from ABS exercises to the appreciation of weight transfer
during change of direction. The courses provide drivers with a comprehensive
understanding of what’s needed to help protect lives, including flat tyre driving,
anti-hijacking techniques, route selection and parking for increased safety.
They are essential for any driver who takes the threat of a hostile
environment seriously.
Further details are available on request.
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OUR PLANET
OUR COMMITMENT
to a sustainable future. From the
design of our vehicles and the way we
build them, to how and where we use
them, Land Rover is committed to
sustainable development. We’re
committed to reducing our impact
on the environment and are working
in four key areas.

50%

Cert no. TT-COC-002370

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
In 2007 we announced a £700m joint
investment into new technologies
to improve the environmental
performance of our vehicles.
Building on the innovation of the
Land_e concept, the first of these
technologies will be the stop-start
engine in our diesel manual Freelander
2. In 2008 we revealed our new
concept vehicle , the LRX; a Land Rover
in body and spirit, but conceived as a
hybrid 2.0 litre diesel, with potential
CO2 emissions of 120g/km.

SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING
World class manufacturing facilities.
Certified to ISO14001 since 1998. Our
manufacturing facilities at Solihull and
Halewood have reduced emissions by
around 4 percent year on year, over
the last 5 years. Since 1997 we have
reduced emissions in our Solihull plant
by 30 percent. Our TDV6 and TDV8
engines are made in a manufacturing
plant part powered by wind turbines.
In addition, we’re offsetting all CO2
produced by the manufacturing
assembly of Land Rover vehicles
at both plants. Partnered with
specialist organisation Climate Care,
our offset projects include a wind
farm in China and hydro electric
generators in Tajikistan.

CO2 OFFSETTING
At 2007 Model Year, we launched
a pioneering programme independently
administered by Climate Care, to
offset CO2 emissions for the first
45,000 miles of all new Land Rovers
sold in the UK. The first automotive
company to offset 100 percent of
our manufacturing assembly CO2
emissions, we are offsetting the
energy emissions of Land Rover
dealerships and Experience
Centres across the UK with other
markets having this programme
launched in due course.

GLOBAL CONSERVATION AND
HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS
Land Rover vehicles are used by
conservation and humanitarian
organisations worldwide and are
often first choice for difficult tasks.
Organisations include the Born Free
Foundation, Biosphere Expeditions,
Royal Geographical Society (with IBG),
China Exploration and Research
Society and Earthwatch Institute.
Our projects are diverse, ranging
from an initiative to help with the
protection of rare wolves in Ethiopia,
to a project funded by our CO2
offset programme which provides
efficient cooking stoves to rural parts
of Uganda.

OUR PLANET
We take our responsibility to our
planet very seriously. Our vehicles
are designed for purpose. As part
of our Fragile Earth policy Land Rover
has actively promoted responsible
off-road driving since 1990.
Our Experience Centres teach
drivers to understand the full
potential and unique breadth of
capability of their vehicles while
reducing impact on nature and
the environment, in a wide range
of activities.
To find out more, and to see
our progress, visit
www.landrover.com/ourplanet
MONO

00:00
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IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Certain specifications are built to customer special order. For delivery availability
information, please consult Land Rover.
Land Rover take the utmost care in ensuring that all the details in this
publication are correct at the time of going to press. We are constantly striving
for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and
equipment without notice. Some vehicles may be shown with accessories or
optional equipment fitted. These products vary from market to market; please
consult Land Rover who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications.
Distributors and Dealers are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no
authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking
or representation.
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